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Pursuing his investigations of high financial fraud, international banking, hidden systems of finance,
black budgets and breakaway civilizations, author and researcher Joseph P. Farrell investigates the
theory that there were not two levels to the 9/11 event, but three. He says that the twin towers were
downed by the force of an exotic energy weapon, one similar to the Tesla energy weapon
suggested by Dr. Judy Wood, and ties together the tangled web of missing money, secret
technology and involvement of portions of the Saudi royal family. Farrell unravels the many layers
behind the 9-11 attack, layers that include the Deutschebank, the Bush family, the German
industrialist Carl Duisberg, Saudi Arabian princes and the energy weapons developed by Nikola
Tesla before WWII. It is Farrell at his bestâ€•uncovering the massive financial fraud, special
operations and hidden technology of the breakaway civilization.Hidden Finance, Rogue Networks,
and Secret Sorcery
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This book is one of the most exciting in Farrell's lineup of hidden history series. Building on previous
work investigating secret finance, the Fascist international, corrupt politics, hidden technology, and
the occult influences in modern events, this work neatly ties together many threads introduced in
earlier works, creating a powerful and provocative tapestry of intrigue and evil.The tragedy of 9/11 is
one of the most powerful pivot points in human history. As evil as the JFK or Princess Diana
assassinations, as insidious as Pearl Harbor, and rife with all manner of obvious lies and corruption,
it remains a defining moment for the direction of Earth history in this century. Like JFK's murder,

9/11 is an event which provides a window into the hidden politics which drive our civilization. Also
like the JFK murder, it is rife with lies, obfuscation, disinformation, and propaganda.Farrell manages
to rise above all the dust, smoke, and mirrors, to stick with factual and verifiable information to form
his conclusions. This is not an encyclopedic laundry list of everything in the "9/11 Truth" movement,
but rather a concentrated effort on whittling down the logjam of information to reliable data and
rational progression through the most compelling evidence.He examines enough irrefutable
evidence to completely trash the "official" story. He then concentrates on equally irrefutable
evidence of a rogue network deeply embedded in the American power structure, which he reveals
as obviously complicit in the events of the day (as well as before and after).

As a preamble, the picture is being shown in the interest of "picture or it didn't happen" since this
won't show as a 'verified purchase' from .Long time readers of Dr. Joseph P. Farrell's work have
seen him tackle seemingly insurmountable tasks such as his attempt to decipher what the Giza
Death Star platform is, or even figure out what the Nazi post-war machine has undertaken. Dozens
of books later, his work still hasn't stopped.Now we have reached Farrell's foray into the intriguing
subject that is 9/11.Farrell has tackled seemingly far-reaching aspects of history/science/etc. that
seem not to correlate, and merged them quite well in his usual dot-connecting ways. This book is no
different.This is where Dr. Farrell's latest book Hidden Finance, Rogue Networks, And Secret
Sorcery: The Fascist International, 9/11, and Penetrated Operations shines.Farrell opens up
covering many of the issues that are inherent to 9/11. Thereafter he gives us a synopsis of the
similarities between the unfortunate Kennedy assassination and 9/11. What the author shows as
parallels are indisputable in nature, and only serve to lay the groundwork for the rest of the
book.Oddly, much of the evidence connecting to the Fascist threads rarely if ever get a blink of
daylight, which is rather disturbing considering how strong those threads are within both historical
dilemmas.As Farrell elucidates, given the parallels in both coup d'etats, its sobering to consider that
the events perhaps might be coupled to each other via certain perpetrators/groups.
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